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THE I-CAN
MINDSET TOOL 

Create your own Success Plan!
 

Helping  you  maximize  your  potential ,

overcome  doubt ,  and  navigate  anxiety  to

prime  yourself  for  success !  

 

Designed  to  help  you  overcome  insecurity

and  get  back  on  track  when  you  are  in

trouble !

 

Rooted  in  NLP  Coaching  & DBT  research .

This  guide  will  help  you  Self-Coach

yourself  to  take  back  control  & move

forward  on  your  Journey  2  Worthy !

 

C L I C K  TH E  I C ONS  BE LOW  TO  L I S T EN  TO  TH E

PODCAS T  THA T  E X P L A I N S  TH I S  GU I D E

OR  GO  TO :  J OURNE Y 2WOR THY . COM

Its  time  to  get  the  l ife  you  want !

B E  Y O U R  B E S T  S E L F !

https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/journey-2-worthy/id1348829466?mt=2
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9qb3VybmV5MndvcnRoeS5saWJzeW4uY29tL3Jzcw?sa=X&ved=0CAQQ27cFahcKEwi48P_X9MnsAhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAQ&hl=en-CA
https://open.spotify.com/show/1IGeQ4uVkt7RICXMNEuoN2?si=7iVGGdarSc2miVgetgslZg
http://www.journey2worthy.com/


Self Coaching Made Easy!
 

Welcome to the Journey 2 Worthy
Thank you for downloading this guide!

 

IS THIS YOU?
 

Have you ever found yourself facing a big challenge, a presentation, an

opportunity, a chance to take the next step in your life, and know you

want to show up as your Best Self with your Best Performance, but

seconds before you are meant to kill it, you end up jumping on the Self-

Doubt train with a one way ticket to Sabotage City with no way to get

off, and you wonder to yourself: What's Wrong with me? Why is this so

hard? Why do I always expect the worst. Why am I imagining everything

that can go wrong? Why can't I just believe that I am capable, Why don't

I believe in myself?

 

OR
 

Perhaps you have been killing it! You have had some wins in your career

and life, and things are going OK. But then one day out of the blue, you

totally screw the pooch, you make a mistake, you feel embarrassed, or

worse, you haven't made a mistake, but something in your brain tells you

that you will, that things are bound to fall apart, and you better be ready

to figure it out because you know it's all gonna go sideways.

 

If this is familiar - you may be hearing the voices of your Saboteurs, your

Inner Critic, Negative Self Talk, the Enemy in your own mind! It's basically

a strategic attack from a not so foreign intelligence created from your

experiences and memories, and exists as an emotional assassin on

standby operating covertly within your own psyche waiting to strike a

fatal blow to your self esteem, having you sabotage your success,

terminating your confidence and self worth.

 

 

IT’S THE WORST!
SOUNDS A LITTLE DRAMATIC 

GOOD! BECAUSE I DON'T WANT YOU TO FORGET IT!
 

WELCOME TO I-CAN 



Now What Do I Do?
 

ICAN is for everyone who wants to be their BEST SELF!

ICAN is an easy-to-use guide to help maintain a positive mindset in any

situation, no matter how your brain is trying to attack you!

 

My name is Jeremy Long, and as a Life Coach, I support people in

maximizing, expanding and unleashing their potential through sessions

of transformation. I help clients improve confidence, take bigger risks in

career and life, and support them in managing their mindset to

maintain optimal performance in everything they do. 

 

Coaching is extremely useful for people who want to learn to rewrite

the stories they have been telling themselves, to grow their skills in how

they show up in the world, and learn to use negative experiences as

information to make lasting change moving forward. 

 

 

I-CAN 

 

LUCKY FOR YOU!
 

I want to teach you the tools I teach clients

to help you on your Journey2Worthy!

I created ICAN so that you can master your

mindset, Be a badass, and have an ICAN

attitude no matter what you are doing! It's

time to stop Negative Self-Talk and achieve

the Success to get what you want out of life!

 

These are the keys to the kingdom! 

The Self-Coaching rituals that will help you

prime yourself for success before you head

off into the battles of life, but also to recover

from anxiety and insecurity when you are in

trouble!

 

Everyone deserves to feel powerful! 
You deserve to show up as your Best Self!

Start using ICAN to navigate life NOW!



I-CAN STEPS

Read & Listen to the description for each step to see how

it can help you with your Mindset!

Choose/Create your own Tools that will work for you to

maximize your performance!

Use the Tools to prepare your mindset for success or to

recover from doubt when you lose your confidence,

Learn to trust your abilities, & build up your Self-Esteem!

DOWNLOAD the podcast episode on your Favorite Music

Player OR CLICK HERE TO LISTEN RIGHT NOW!

Watch for additional Podcast Links for more resources!

1.

2.

3.

IMAGERY

CONNECTION

ACCOMPLISHMENT/
AFFIRMATION

NEW EXPERIENCE

I
C
A
N

https://journey2worthy.com/2020/10/23/ican/


I-CAN IMAGERY

Imagine the Task in front of you - close your eyes, imagine doing it and

completing it successfully. What do you need to accomplish it?

Imagine your Future Self. What have they accomplished? How did they do it,

ask for guidance! Your Future Self knows what you can do!

Need more Courage, Confidence, Assertiveness? Imagine someone like this,

someone real/or fictitious - Create them as your Alter Ego! Imagine yourself

as them, what would they do? how would they act? Embody them!

I imagine I am The Rock sometimes, I puff up my chest, laugh at the

situation in front of me causing me stress, and think what would he do!

Need Answers to a problem? Take a guided Visual Journey (nice to have

some help) Imagine walking down a path in the forest, knowing that your

answers are here to be revealed, imagine approaching a chest in front of you

that is glowing with light, You believe the answers/guidance are within that

box, as you open it, what do you see? What is inside? What do you know now

that you have seen it? What's next for you? Try this now.

Try creating your own Guided Journey you can take when you need it.

Imagery is proven to reduce overwhelm + anxiety. Choose a Meditation App to

distract the mind - practice breathing deeply, to slow down your thoughts.

Close your eyes, imagine seeing your body sitting upright in a chair in front of you.

Notice where you see the anxiety in your body, what does it look like inside you, is it a

color, a temperature, how much of you does it fill? Now imagine You have a cosmic

vacuum, an emotional Dustbuster, and you hold it over the part of you affected -

imagine it being slowly summoned out of your body, and into the vacuum.

Notice how you feel as this is happening, Ask yourself: What would you like to be

feeling? Imagine replacing the anxiety with a positive feeling, with a physical form,

what does it look like? what does it feel like? What do you want to do to stay feeling

this way. If anxiety comes back - do it over - remember, you choose how you feel!

Language of the Unconscious Mind
& Human Nervous System!

Imagery & Imagination is a powerful tool used to:
 

1. Visualize the outcome of a future action, helping to prepare/plan for your

success, this may provide motivation and energy to actually accomplish it! 

 

2. Promote Insight, Find answers, & Unlock Potential!

 

LISTEN HERE for more on: 'How to Create your Alter Ego!'
 

 

3. Reduce Stress & Anxiety

 

LISTEN HERE For more on: 'How to  Deal with Anxiety & Overwhelm'
 

 

 

https://journey2worthy.com/2020/02/06/channeling-your-inner-leader-alter-ego-for-performance/
https://journey2worthy.com/2019/12/18/how-to-deal-with-anxiety-overwhelm/
https://journey2worthy.com/2019/12/18/how-to-deal-with-anxiety-overwhelm/
https://journey2worthy.com/2019/12/18/how-to-deal-with-anxiety-overwhelm/


I-CAN IMAGERY
CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE:

 

Don't Believe Imagery Works in Shifting How You Feel?
A Prime example that Imagery does in fact work - is Sexual Fantasy! 

 

Fantasy exists in your mind and can change how your body feels, can influence

your mood, and shift how you see the world! The power of fantasy literally

changes your mood, mindset, and even your physiology! We have not been

trained to harness the power of imagination, which is why it is so useful in my

work as a Life Coach, now you can use it too! 

Fill in the spaces below with what works for you to: 
 

1. Visualize the outcome of a future action:
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Promote Insight, Find answers, & Unlock Potential (Alter Ego):
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Reduce Stress & Anxiety
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I-CAN
CONNECTION

You Have More Power Than You Know!
You Have Strengths and Values that are your Superpowers!

 

When you are needing to feel strong, to prime yourself, or recover because you

find yourself in Self-Doubt - it is important for you to Connect to whats important

to you - the core values that you hold - what is important in this scenario?

 

1. What is important to you right now?
If you find yourself focused on fear & your performance, You have slipped away

from what's important. You have become focused on Self, and negative

emotions. Ask yourself: What is Important to me right? Instead of focusing on

doubt, is there a bigger stake at hand here? What else can you focus on?

 

2. Connect to your Values as a Superpower to Carry you through!
It may be a surprise to learn that when things are tough, you may not be

properly honoring your Values. It may be useful to learn your values and

Connect to them. Connecting with and activating your values helps to find

trust and confidence in your abilities. When I feel doubt, I may be forgetting to

honor my value of courage, and resilience, that I actually enjoy being

challenged. When I connect to these values, I can use them to lean into the

challenge at hand, instead of insecurity.

 

Use the following exercise to identify and connect with your values.
When reading the following questions - think of the answer in your head, then

write down the important principle/value that emerges from it.

 

Examples:

1. When you think of your life, what are you most proud of so far?
I am most proud of facing and overcoming my substance abuse problem.

Possible Values (what is important to me): Health, Change, Truth,

Transformation, Resilience, Strength, Dedication, Pride, Challenge.

 

2. What is your favorite memory? Who was there? What were you
doing? How did you feel about yourself? What was important?
My favorite moment was when I was traveling in Bali, Cliff jumping into the

ocean after I had just learned to scuba dive. I was traveling alone, in a

foreign country, feeling strong, meeting new people, ready for anything!

Possible Values:  Travel, Independence, Adventure, Extreme Sports,

Courage, Overcoming Fear, Strength, Openness, Connection. 

 

 

 

 



I-CAN
CONNECTION
CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE

CONNECT TO YOURSELF:
Discover your Values by Answering the Following Questions:

 

1. When do you feel most happy?
 
 

Values:
 

3. What is a film you love? Why? Is there a character you relate to?
 

 

Values:
 

4. What frustrates you? What makes you sad about the world? Why?
 

 

Values:
 

5. Who are your role models? Why? What do you admire? 
 

 

Values:
 

6. Imagine after you die, what will you want to be remembered for?
 

 

Values:
 

Potential Values:
Authenticity - Achievement - Adventure - Authority - Autonomy- Balance - Beauty - Boldness

Compassion - Challenge - Community - Contribution - Creativity - Curiosity - Determination

Fairness - Faith - Fame - Friendship - Fun - Growth - Happiness - Honesty - Humor - Influence

Harmony - Justice - Kindness - Knowledge - Leadership - Learning - Love - Loyalty - Meaning

Openness - Optimism - Purpose - Recognition - Religion - Reputation - Respect - Responsibility

Security - Self-Respect - Service - Spirituality - Stability - Success - Status - Travel - Trust - Wealth

 

LISTEN HERE for more on: 'How to Discover your Values'

https://journey2worthy.com/2019/11/27/who-are-you-discovering-your-personal-values/
https://journey2worthy.com/2019/11/27/who-are-you-discovering-your-personal-values/


I-CAN
CONNECTION

CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE:
What Values are showing up in your answers? What seems important?
 

 

 

 

 

Make a list of your Top 5 - 10 Values that seem to come up the most:
 

 

 

 

 

Write down ways you can honor these Values in life right now?
Example: If I value transformation, I may set aside an hour each week to read a self-

help book that has been on my to-do List. Or schedule time in for fitness.

 

 

 

 

 

What Values can you honor and focus on to help with your mindset? 
How would your life look different if you focused on honoring these Values?
Example: If I value challenge, maybe when I feel stressed, I can review my Values,

and remember that I appreciate challenges, and learning to overcome them.

 

 

 

 

 

CONNECT TO SOMEONE ELSE:
Who can you connect to when you doubt yourself - who sees greatness in you,

reminds you what you are capable of. Who believes in you? Who will champion

you, and can help you out of the darkness of doubt that may cloud your mind? 

Make of list of allies who you can call when you need a hit of inspiration!
 

 

 

 



You Have Accomplished More than you Think!
Sadly, we often forget to Celebrate our biggest moments!

 

Think of the last time you accomplished something that previously had seemed

challenging, overwhelming, or even impossible? What was it? How did you feel?

Did you mindfully stop, recognize your accomplishment, and celebrate?

I'm guessing, even if you did, you quickly moved on and forgot!

 

When you need to feel strong, to prime yourself, or recover from doubt - It Is

important for you review your Accomplishments! What are you good at? What

are you Proud of? List 5-10 Accomplishments, wins, or successes below:

 

1. LIST YOUR BIGGEST ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. EMBODY YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENT:
When you doubt yourself and need a reminder that you can accomplish
anything, use this exercise to discover & grow your confidence:

(Listen to the ICAN Podcast episode to hear the visualization)

 

Choose one of your accomplishments, close your eyes, decide on a scale of 1-10,

How proud do you feel? What makes it that number? Notice how you feel.

Then I want you to imagine there is a volume dial for your pride - Turn up the

dial, 1,2,3,4 degrees until you reach a 8, 9 or 10. Imagine people cheering for you,

like you are winning an award, being honored for your Accomplishment!

 

What do you feel now? What changed when you celebrated yourself more?

When others celebrated you? Open your eyes, reflect on your motivation now!

CELEBRATE YOURSELF! DON'T MINIMIZE YOUR SUCCESS!
 

 

 

 

 

I-CAN
ACCOMPLISHMENT

https://journey2worthy.com/2020/10/23/ican/


Don't Knock the Power of Affirmations!
 

With all the Negative Self-Talk being played on repeat in your brain, it
may be useful to create a new script to feature.

 

The power of our unconscious mind is underappreciated. When you are

challenged, you may have an idea of the negative beliefs your mind makes up:

'I'm not good enough' 'I can't do this' 'I don't know what I'm doing'
 

Obviously, we know this is not helpful thinking, so we need some power to battle

these thoughts! Sometimes we don't realize we are doing it! It's important to know

the lies your subconscious is telling you. For more info on unveiling your Negative

Self-Talk, check out the following Podcast Episodes:

 

LISTEN FOR more on: 'How to Re-Write Core Beliefs That Are Not Serving You'
& Uncover your Inner Critic's voice: 'How to Stop being An Ass to Yourself! 

It's Time to Reprogram this CRAP!
 

1. USE YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Look back at your accomplishments above - relive those moments. What did you

know about yourself? Create a statement that was true at that time.

Example: The day I graduated University: I am dedicated! I am intelligent! I
am successful! I can achieve anything I put my mind to! I am Strong!

 

2. FLIP THE SCRIPT!
Based on what is happening in your life, what characteristics do you need more of

right now? Look at the negative thoughts you are having and create opposites for

them. What do you need to feel more of right now? Who are you becoming? What

would the successful you of the future say? What do they believe about you?

 

Examples: If you are feeling doubt: I AM CONFIDENT! I AM A SUCCESS!
If you are feeling weak:  I AM STRONG & BRAVE! I CAN DO THIS!
If you want to be Bold:  I AM AMAZING! I AM POWERFUL!
Feeling unattractive:      I AM A SEXY, ATTRACTIVE & LOVE MY BODY!
Worried about money:  I AM PAID WELL FOR THE HARD WORK I DO!

 

Think of all the negative crap your brain comes up with and re-write it:

 I AM WORTHY! I AM GONNA ROCK THIS! I AM LOVABLE! I AM SPECIAL! 
I AM EXTRAORDINARY! I AM GOOD ENOUGH!

 

I-CAN
AFFIRMATIONS

https://journey2worthy.com/2020/01/08/getting-to-the-core-re-writing-core-beliefs-that-are-no-longer-serving-you/
https://journey2worthy.com/2019/11/06/how-to-stop-being-an-ass-to-yourself/
https://journey2worthy.com/2019/11/06/how-to-stop-being-an-ass-to-yourself/


CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE!
 

3. COMBINE ALL OF THIS TO CREATE A PERSONAL POWER STATEMENT:
When your Saboteur drags you down, telling you that you aren't capable! Have a

comeback line ready to battle back! A Declaration, A Mantra that claims your

power, and all your accomplishments and what you stand for!

 

Example for when I feel doubt as a Freelancer:
I AM A SUCCESSFUL, CONFIDENT, AND POWERFUL COACH! I SPEND TIME

LEARNING, BEING OF SERVICE, DEDICATED TO MY CRAFT, I SHARE MY STORY

VULNERABLY ON THE JOURNEY 2 WORTHY PODCAST! I AM THE GUY WHO

STANDS FOR STRENGTH, AND TRANSFORMATION, WHO BELIEVES ANYTHING IS

POSSIBLE & NO FAILURE CAN HOLD ME DOWN FROM GETTING WHAT I WANT! 
 

It's time for you to create your Affirmations and Power Statement!:
Write at least 5 Affirmations  and your Declaration in the space below. Recite

these out loud, everyday if you can - before and after any challenge, every morning

for a week! Post it somewhere you will see it everyday! JUST USE IT!

 

Think it's cheesy? Do this test! Use your camera phone to record yourself: stand

up and say out loud 'I can't do this, I am not good enough, ' Notice what you

feel in your body, how you felt saying that! Now do it again, but say "I Am

Capable, I am good enough, I can do anything!' How do you feel now?

 

YOUR AFFIRMATIONS & POWER STATEMENT:
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I-CAN
AFFIRMATIONS



It's Time to Decide: WHAT'S NEXT?
What New Experience Can I Have To Keep Moving Forward?

 

THIS LAST STEP IS ABOUT MOVEMENT & ACTION!

Sometimes when we are in trouble, we feel paralyzed, stuck, unsure how to

move forward, overwhelmed with ideas, and clouded with doubt that any of our

actions will turn up any results - sound familiar? I get it! 

 

SO...how do we get moving? It starts with energy! To shift your life, you need to

shift your energy by planning and acting, taking a small step towards success, 

OR by physically moving your body to create a change! Whether you are priming

yourself for performance, or recovering from doubt, use the following steps: 

 

1. NEXT STEP! WHAT CAN I DO RIGHT NOW?
You are here for change, you want to grow, to achieve, to perform, Right?

1. REFLECT: on where you are now, how you are feeling, What's going on now?

2.DECIDE: what you would like to feel, where you want to go, what results you

want to have in your life? What you truly want your reality to become?

Use Imagery & Imagination to get clear in your mind what you want next?

3. ACTION - What is one thing you can do, one action, one step you can take to

start the movement in that direction to get closer to that visualized future?

 

OR:
2. NEW EXPERIENCE: GET YOUR BODY MOVING

OK so maybe you don't know whats next, or what steps to take. So take a

Different Action! Literally do something else, have a new experience, get your

body moving! What helps you when you are in a dark place, know what helps

you shift gears when you are being reactive to your circumstances?

CHANGE YOUR BODY, CHANGE YOUR MIND!

 

Examples of New Experiences: Take a walk, get up off the couch of doubt,

stand up right now and do 10 jumping jacks, tidy up another room, listen to a

podcast, play a power song and dance in your house, stand up NOW, do a

power pose of your favorite Hero (I use Superman, or Neo from the Matrix!)

 

Your body needs a shift, so get moving and your mind will follow! For all you

worriers, and over-thinkers out there, this is the best thing for you!

CHANGE YOUR BODY, CHANGE YOUR MIND!

 

 

 

 

I-CAN
NEW EXPERENCE



CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE
 

It is time to create your own Tools for when you are feeling stuck!
Choose any scenario and ask yourself these questions, then use the spaces below

to fill in what works for you. The point is to have this available when you need it:

 

1. NEXT STEP! WHAT CAN I DO RIGHT NOW?
1. REFLECT: on where you are now, how you are feeling, what's going on now?

 

 

 

 

2.DECIDE/VISUALIZE what you would like to feel, where you want to go, what

results you want in your life? What you truly want your reality to become?

 

 

 

 

3. ACTION - What is one thing you can do, one action, one step you can take to

start the movement in that direction to get closer to that visualized future?

 

 

 

 

 

 

OR:
2. NEW EXPERIENCE: GET YOUR BODY MOVING

CHANGE YOUR BODY, CHANGE YOUR MIND! Practice new activities to shift

your energy (see previous page). Start reflecting how you feel after you get

yourself moving. Learn what helps when you are in a dark place, Make a list of

what helps you shift gears when you are being reactive to your circumstances? 

 

 

 

 

I-CAN
NEW EXPERENCE



CONGRATULATIONS!

YOU DID IT! YOU CAN....DO ANYTHING!
Thank you for taking the time to create a success plan for yourself! I

give you permission to step forward in your life and get what you

want. Stop letting fear and doubt hold you back. Use ICAN to prime

yourself for success, and recover when you are in trouble!

I created this tool for people like me who experience anxiety, who

sometimes feel frozen with fear when they want to show up full of

confidence. I was tired of not showing up as my Best-Self. You are in

control, you can change, you have options in how you feel, behave

and how you show up in the world! You deserve to feel strong!

If this has been useful for you, and you see the power in the Coaching

Tools that have been provided in this PDF and Podcast, Maybe you

are more curious about Coaching, and what could be possible for you

in your life with having your very own Coach.

I WANT TO OFFER YOU ONE MORE FREE GIFT!
CLICK HERE To claim your FREE 45 minute Coaching Call!

In this session we will have a Powerful conversation of where you

want to go in your life, get clear on some of your Core Values, identify

barriers in your way, and set up the next step in your plan for success,

giving you tools to maintain a mindset of possibility!

If this is something that you know could help you, BOOK IT NOW! IT'S

FREE! If you're like me, you may think, I will do it later. DON'T!

What could your life look like if you stopped waiting to take action,

what could be possible from a Coaching Conversation today!

I-CAN

Learn more about what Journey 2 Worthy can do for you:

www.Journey2worthy.com

http://calendly.com/j2wcoaching
http://journey2worthy.com/


JEREMY LONG
Mindset & Empowerment Coach

Jeremy is passionate about helping people

make change in their lives because his whole

life has been about transformation, breaking

through barriers, and challenging himself to

strive for a better more fulfilling life.

From bleak to chic, Jeremy has overcome

addiction, embraced his sexuality, and built a

massively fulfilling life, residing in Vancouver,

Canada where he enjoys the outdoors.

Driven to achieve any goals he sets his mind

to, he challenges clients reach for the Stars!

Jeremy coaches individuals, professionals and

entrepreneurs who have a desire to take the

next step in their personal leadership journey,

to Awaken the Force Within to create a life

purpose and passion! 

Jeremy is a proud member of the LGBTQ2+
community and believes everyone deserves

to feel Strong & Powerful!

THANK YOU

TUNE IN TO MORE
EPISODES OF THE

JOUNEY2WORTHY
PODCAST!

Click Icons Below! 

Follow Jeremy on
 Social Media!

https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/journey-2-worthy/id1348829466?mt=2
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9qb3VybmV5MndvcnRoeS5saWJzeW4uY29tL3Jzcw?sa=X&ved=0CAQQ27cFahcKEwi48P_X9MnsAhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAQ&hl=en-CA
https://open.spotify.com/show/1IGeQ4uVkt7RICXMNEuoN2?si=7iVGGdarSc2miVgetgslZg
https://www.facebook.com/Journey2Worthy/
https://www.instagram.com/journey2jeremy/
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